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Abstract An algorithm for solvin,g a weighted minimax real-valued flow problem in a polynomial time is given. 

The weighted minimax flow is that \\ihich minimizes the maximum value of arc-flow multiplied by arc-weight among 

all flows of maximum flow value. We use the capacity modification technique and the method of solving a ratio 

minimization problem for our problem. 

1 . I ntroduct ion 

A minimax flow and a weighted minimax flow have been discussed in [2,3,5]. 

A (weighted) minimax flow is that which ~inimizes the maximum value of arc

flow (multiplied by arc-weight) among all flows of maximum flow value. A mini

max flow (or an unweighted minimax flow) problem is solvable within O(mon 3) 

time where n is the number of nodes in a network and mO is the number of arcs 

across the minimum cut in the network [2]. A weighted minimax flow problem is 

also solvable within a polynomial time where capacities, weights and arc flows 

are all required to have nonnegative integer values [5]. If they are non

negative real numbers, the weighted minimax flow problem can not be solved 

within a polynomial time by the algorithm in [5]. We note that the minimax 

flow problem can be solved in either an integer form or a real form. Hence we 

wish to obtain a weighted minimax real-valued flow in a polynomial time. 

For the applications of (weighted or unweighted) minimax (integer or real 

flows we have the sharing problem [4] and the storage management problem [9]. 
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2. Weighted Minimax Real-Valued Flow 

Let G= (N ,.4.) be a network where N is the set of nodes and A is the set of 

directed arcs connecting nodes. A sourCE! 8 and a sink t are designated. lUth 

each arc (i,j) in the set A we associate a real positive capacity a(i,j) and a 

nonnegative real weight w(i,j). A fZow :~s denoted by f. Given a flow f, I.e 

refer to f(i,j) as the arc flow f(i,j). We assume for simplicity that source 

a haa no arcs incident into 8 and that s:~nk t has no arcs incident out of ·t. 

The weighted minimax real-valued flow problem is: 

(1) min[max w(i,j)f(i,j)] 
(i ,j) EA 

s.t. 

(2) L(i,j)EA f(i,j) L(. ')Af(j,i), J,'I- E 
jf.a.t 

(3) L(s,i)eA f(a,i) v* 

(4) L(i,t)eA f(i, t) v* 

(5) o :$ f(i,j) :$ c(i,j), (i,j)EA 

where v* is the value of the maximum f10~1 from source a to sink t. 

For the above problem we use the capacity modification technique in [2] 

and the strategy for solving ratio minim7:zation .probZem in [8]. For a nonneg

ative parameter D, we define the new capacity c'(i,j) of each arc (i,j) as fol

lows: 

(6) c'(i,j) - min(D/w(i,j) , a(i,j», (i,j)EA 

where if w(i,j)=O, we define a ' (i,j)=c(i"j). The capacity of a aut (S,T) :Ls 

denoted by c(S,T) where S denotes a subsE!t of N such that aES and T denotel3 

the complement of S in N such that tET. The value of a(S,T) is defined as fol

lows: 

a(S,T) = L (i,j)E(S,T) a(i,j). 

We define the new capacity of the cut (S"T) 

a ' (S,T) = L c' (i,j). (1:,j)E(S,T) 

By definition we have a(S,T):?a ' (S,T) for any cut (S,T). By the famous max·· 

flow min-aut theorem [1] we have v*"'IIIin a(S,T). Let 

v(D) = min (S"T) in all cuts c' (S,T). 

Note that V(D) is nondecreasing and piecE!wise linear function of D. Let D'" be 

the minimum value of D such that v(D)=v*.. Then we have D*~f(i.,j)w(i.,j) for 

any arc (i,j)E.4., where f is a feasible Cow. Therefore it is obvious that D* 

is the optimal value of (1). 

Next consider the problem of finding D*. Given a network G, consider the 

new network, denoted by G(D), with capac:~ties a ' (i,j) instead of a(i.,j). Note 
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that if D is infinite, then G(D) and G are identical and that v(D) is the value 

of the maximum flow in G(D). Then, if v(D) is strictly less than v*, D is 

smaller than D*. Otherwise, D is larger than or equal to D*. This is very 

similar to the case of solving ratio minimization problems [7]. Now we devel

op an algorithm for our problem based on a similar idea to Megiddo's [8]. 

We define d(i,j)=c(i,j)w(i,j) for each arc (i,j), set D' to the maximum 

value of d(i,j) such that v(d(i,j»< v*, and set D" to the minimum value of 

d(i,j) such that v(d(i,j»=v*. Then we have D'<D*~D". 

The computation of a maximum flow involves operations (+, - min) between 

two data. In general, data are integers or reals. However we consider the 

case where data are of linear form aD+b (a and bare reals). Then for two 

da ta, aD+b and a I D+b I whe're a~a I, we have the following: 

(aD+b) + (a'D+b ' ) (a+a')D+(b+b ' ) 

(aD+b) - (a'D+b ' ) (a-a I )D+(b-b ') 

min(aD+b, a'D+b ' ) =jaD+b 
lalD+b l 

for D>B 

for D~B, 

where B is an intersection point of aD+b and a'D+b ' , Le. 

B = (b'-b)/(a-a'), a+a'. 

If D is restricted so that D>B or D~B, then these operations (+, -, min) 

between two data, aD+b and a'D+b' can be treated in a similar manner as for 

integers or reals. 

Since data aD+b involve parameter D we call them parametric. When "para

metrically" is referred to in this paper, we intend "by the operations between 

parametric data." 

Next we seek a maximum flow parametrically in G(D), D'<D~D". Note that 

at the start of this computation, data are D/w(i,j) , D'<D~D" or c(i,j). During 

the computation, the min operations may demand the restriction of D, i.e., 

D I <D~B or B<D~D", in order to determine min (aD+b, a I D+b ') = aD+b or a I D+b I • 

In this case we put pause to the parametric computation of the maximum. flow 

in G(D), D'<D~D". Instead of it we compute v(B). Note that in this computa

tion all data are constant but not parametric. If v(B)< v*, then we have 

B<D*~D"; else D I <D*~B. HI~nce we replace D I or D" by B according to the value 

of v(B) and resume the prl~ceding parametric computation. At the end of this 

process we get the value of the maximum flow in G(D), which is of form a*D+b*. 

If a*,.O, then D*=(v*-b*)/a*; otherwise D*=D". 
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Algorithm 

Step 1. Set D' - max{d(i,j) jv(d(i,j» < v*}. 

Set D" • min{d(i,j) jv(d(i,j» .. v*}. 

Step 2. Compute the maximum flow parametrically in G(D), D' <DSD", from the, 

start or from the recent point of resumption, to the next point of 

restrictions of D. If there are no more restrictions of D, then 'U'e 

have the value of the maximum flow (denoted by a*D+b*) and go to Step 

4; otherwise let the parametric computation of the maximum flow mB.ke 

a pauEle at the point of restriction of D and go to Step 3. 

Step 3. Let B denote an intersection point involved by the current restric.tion 

of D ~lhere D'<BSD". Compute v(B). If v(B)< v*, then set D' to B; 

otherwise set D" to B, and go back to Step 2 to resume the paramet.ric 

computation of the maximum flow. 

Step 4. If a*"O, compute D*-(v*-b*)/a*; otherwise D*-D". Stop. 

Remark_ The optimal flow which gives D* is determined by the maximum flow in 

G(D*). 

Illustration 

Consider the graph G-(N,A) depicted in Fig_ 1, where the first number of 

the label on each arc is its capacity and the second number is its weight. 

F:lg. 1. G-(N,A). The label (a(i,j), liJ(i,j» denotes 

«!apacity, weight) of arc (i ,j). 

The value of the maximum flow in G=- (N ,A), v* is 7. A description of the algo

rithm is given below. 
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Step 1. Arc (B,X) gives D'=9 and arc (y, t) gives [J'=45 since v(9) 

(see Fig. 2) and v(45) = 7 (see Fig. 3), respectively. 

Fig. 2. Graph G(9). The number on each arc is its 

capacity, c'(i,j) which is given by the following 

equation: e'(i,j)" min(9/w(i,j) , c(i,j». Arcs 

(x,t) and (y,t) determine the value of v(9) as: 

v(9) = 3/5 + 9/5 = 12/5. 

Fig. 3. Graph G(45). Each capacity: c'(i,j) = min 

(45/w(i,j), c(i,j». Arcs (B,X) and (s,y) give the 

value of v(45) as: v(45) ~ 3 + 4 .. 7. 

12/5 < 7 

Step 2. We compute the maximum flow parametric ally in G(D), ~<D~45, (see Fig. 

4). We choose the path B-y-t and send the largest possible flow through this 

path. This involves the computation min(4, D/5). Since 

l D/ 5 , 9<D~20 
min(4, D/5)= 

4, 20<D~45, 

the restriction of D is demanded. We put pause to this computation with res

pect to G(D) and go to Step 3 for determining whether min(4, D/5)- D/5 or 4. 
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Fig. 4. G(D), where the number on each arc is its 

capacity: a'(i,J) = min(D/w(i,J) , a(i,J», 9<D~45. 

57 

Step 3. We get B=20 and v(20)=16/3. See Fig. 5 where a'(i,J) = min(20/w(i,J), 

a(i,j». 

Fig. 5. Graph G(20). v(20) 4/3 + 4 - 16/3 

since arcs (x,t) and (y,t) are saturated. 

Since v(20) < 7, we have D'-20. Note 2()<D*s45. 

Step 2. Step 3 above yields min(4, D/5) = 4, 20<Ds45. Let f(i,j) denote the 

arc flow on arc (i,j). Then f(s,y)=f(y"t)=4. Next we choose the path s-;-c-y-t 

from G(D). Then the following computat:lon is necessary: min(3, 1, D/5 - 4). 

Since 

{
D/5 - 4, 20<Ds25 

min(l, D/5 -4)-
1, 25<Ds45, 

again we put pause to this computation and go to Step 3. 

Step 3. Since B=25 and v(25)-20/3 < 7, we set D'·25. Note 25<D*~45. 
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Step 2. Since we get min(3, 1, D/S - 1) - 1, 2S<D~4S, we have f(s,:x:)-f(:x:,y)-l 

and f(y, t)=4+1=S. Next WEl choose the path s-:x:-t from G(D), which needs the 

computation min(3 - 1, D/1S). Here 

lD/1S, 2S<D~30 
min(2, D/1S)= 

2, 30<D~4S. 

Step 3. Since B"30 and v(30)-7, we set D"-30. Note 2S~D*:S30. 

Step 2. Since min(2, D/1S) .. D/1S, 2S<D:S30, we have f(s,:x:)-l+D/1S, f(:x:,t)

D/1S. Now the maximum flow is obtained since there is no path capable of send

ing a flow, (see Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6. Graph G(D). First label is arc capacity and 

second label is arc flow. Arcs (s,y), (:x:,y) and (:X:,t) 

are saturated. 

The maximum flow value, a*D+b* is D/1S + S. 

Step 4. D*=lS(7-S)-30, (see Fig. 7). 

Fig. 7. Optimal flow with D*-30. The label on each 

arc is (capacity, weight, flow). 
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3. Time Complexity 

It takes O(n 310g n) time to obtain iJ' and D" in Step 1 by a binary search 

[7,8], which is not so important here since the time bound is negligible as 

compared with that in Step 3. The maximum flow is obtained in time O(n3) [6]. 

Therefore Step 2 takes O(n3) time though it has many interruptions. (Note that 

the computation of finding the maximum flow in G(D) parametrically is done ex

actly once.) Since it is obvious that the number of interruptions in Step 2 

is bounded by the number of comparisons of parametric data and since all of the 

comparisons must be included in the O(n 3) operations for finding the maximum 

flow in Step 2, Step 3 is iterated at mOBt O(n3) times, where each iterati,:m 

needs the computation of v(B) whose time bound is O(n3). Hence Step 3 needs 

a total of O(n6 ) time. Therefore the oVf~rall time complexity of the algorithm 

is O(n6). We obtain the desired result. 
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